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Abstract

Submerged aquatic vegetation (SAV)is widely recognized bycoastal managers,
fishermen, scientists andcoastal communities asa valuable marine resource for estuarine
finiish andshellfish, and for its rolein nutrient cycling andsediment stabilization. Recent
declines in SAV abundance havebeenreported in mostAtlantic coastal states. Some
estuaries have been heavily impacted both bydisease and theanthropogenic impacts of
development. For instance, Narragansett Bay has lost 90% ofitshistoric range ofeelgrass
(Zostera marina) beds, while theChesapeake Baylost 90% of itsSAV during the1960s
and 1970s.

The Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission (ASMFC), recognizing the
important role SAVplays in the habitat ofASMFC managed fisheries,
developed an SAV policy in 1997 inan effort to provide guidance to state,
federal, local and cooperative programs which influence and regulate fish habitat
and impacts to fish habitat. Part of the background research for the SAV policy
included anoverviewof statemanagement andregulation for marine and
brackish water SAV. Many of thestates along theAtlantic coast are involved in
protection and/or restoration of this resource through measures such as direct
regulation of the physical disruption ofSAVbeds, watershed management plans,
restrictionson dock construction and SAV planting.

State natural resource management agencies were asked to describe thetypes of
state regulations developed to protect SAVand tocharacterize their
effectiveness by answering aseries of questions. Matrices were developed to
categorize the responses and identify states with SAV mapping and/or survey
programs, and the extent ofthe area covered. States were also asked todescribe
recent trends in the abundanceof SAV. Results of the survey indicate that even
states with regulations developed specifically to protect SAV may be
unsuccessful ateliminating SAV losses, this mayresult from a lackof
enforcement and public education needs, and/or thedifficulty inmanaging
nonpoint sources of pollution.

Introduction

The Atlantic States Marine FisheriesCommission (ASMFC). and its member
states presently manage twenty-four species of finfish for which twenty
management plans are either implemented, under preparation, orbeing amended
(ASMFC 1997). Since many ASMFC managed species are directly dependent
upon submerged aquatic vegetation (SAV) for refuge, attachment, spawning,
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food, or preylocation (Laney 1997), developing an SAVpolicy wasconsidered
to be an important step in protecting valuable fisheries habitat. The ASMFC
policyemphasizes trueseagrasses and the freshwater species of SAVbecause
someASMFC species utilize bothseagrass andfreshwater SAVhabitats during
theirontogenetic development (Stephan andBigford 1997). The majorgoalsof
the ASMFC SAV policy are "to preserve, conserve, and restore where
scientifically possible, in order to achieve a netgain in SAVdistribution and
abundance along theAtlantic coastand tidal tributaries, and to prevent any
further lossesof SAV in individual statesby encouraging states to protect
existing SAVbedsfromfurtherlosses; sett andachieve stateor regional water
and habitat qualityobjectives, and develop and attainstate SAV restoration
goals" (ASMFC 1997).

State Management and Regulation ofSAV

State regulationof SAV has been considereda necessarymanagementtool for
protection of fisheries habitats by some Atlantic coastal states. These states have
implemented protectivemeasures, such as, watershed management and/or
regulation ofcertain fishing gear in SAV beds. In order to summarize and assess
the state regulations alreadyprotecting SAV,theASMFC prepareda surveyof
existingstateprograms. First, the state management and regulatory authority
responsiblefor SAV managementwas identified. Backgroundinformationwas
obtained overthe phoneconcerning existing research, mapping, education and
regulation approaches to protectSAV. Relevant regulations, management plans
and reports were reviewed. Managers of these agenciesevaluatedregulation
efficacy by respondingto the following questions:

1. Areyour state regulations extremely effective at protecting SAV [noSAV is lost, orany
that is lost is effectively mitigated(replaced)]?

2. Are yourstateregulations very, somewhator noteffective at protecting SAV from
physicaldisturbance?

3. Are yourstateregulations very, somewhat,or noteffective at protecting waterquality
necessary for SAV?

Managers werealso asked to describe any fishinggear restrictions in place to
protect SAV, and any long-term and/or recent trends in SAV abundance.
Finally, managers were asked to describe any mappingefforts which are being
planned or underway,and to estimate the percentageof SAV areas currently
mapped.

Results

Twelve of the fourteen Atlantic coastal states have coastal waters with

environmental variables suitable for SAV. Georgiaand South Carolinado not
have SAV in tidal waters because of high tidal amplitude and very turbid water
(Rob Dunlap, Personal Communication 1996).

Recent trends in seagrass abundance (summarized in Table 1), indicate that eight
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of the twelve states with SAV have declining or severely declining SAV
distribution; two states have stable distributions (Virginia and Maryland); and
NewHampshire isexperiencing an increase inSAV distribution. At thetimeof
the survey, Maine had not assessedSAV distribution.

Table I. Recenttrendsin seagrass abundance in Altaic coastal states, andquaErarive estimates of regulation
effectiveness batedonopinion of statemanagers. Theeffectiveness of regulations at protecting seagrass from
physical disturbance, andensuring thenecessary water quality, areranked on thenumerical scale givenbelow.
Regulations addressing fishing gear impacts (surveyed in 1996) arealsosummarized.

State
Recent

Trends

Physical
Disturbance

Water

Quality
Fishing GearRegulations

ME unknown 3 3 none

NH > 1 1 none

MA « 2 4

crawlsand sea scallop dredges
prohibitedon areasof south
shore ofCape Cod to protect
Zostera marina

RI < 3 3 none

CT < 1 2 none

NY < 3 3 none

NJ < 2 2

some gears have been prohibited
in partbecause of impacts to
SAV

DE < 4 3 none

MD = 1 1 crab scrapes must be toothless

VA B 2 2 none

NC 2 3
mechanical shellfishing and bull-
raking prohibited in SAV

FL < 3 3 none

Recent Trends:

«- severe declines

<• decline

>-increase

= -stable

Physical Disturbance/Water QualityRanking:
1• extremely effective
2-highly effective
3 • somewhat effective

4-not effective

Some of the statesdo not regulate SAV impactsseparately, andSAV is usually
protected under thedefinition of coastal wetlands and/or coastal resources. For
instance,the Rhode Island CoastalResourcesManagementProgram (RICRMP)
permit requirements for activities in coastal waters do not require minimizing
impacts to SAV specifically; however SAV resources are captured under Section
300.1of the RICRMP,whichrequires thatanactivitynot resultin significant
impacts on the abundance anddiversityof plantand animal life.

Most states (Massachusetts, Connecticut, New Jersey, Maryland, Virginia,
Delaware, North Carolina and Florida)do have explicit stipulations to protect
SAV species. For instance, the Massachusetts Department ofEnvironmental
Protection hasspecificrequirements under the Codeof Massachusetts
Regulations (310CMR 10.00), which are applied whenland underthe ocean or
nearshore areas of land under the ocean are found to be significant to the
protection of marine fisheries, protection of wildlifehabitat, stormdamage
prevention or flood control. Non-water dependent projects cannot have adverse
effects on marine fisheries habitat or wildlife habitat caused by:-
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- alterations in water circulation;
- destruction ofeelerass (Zostera marina)

• alterations in thedistribution of sediment grain size
- changes in water quality, including, but not limited to, otherthannatural fluctuations in the

level of: dissolved oxygen, temperature orturbidity, orthe addition of pollutants;
alteration of shallow submerged lands with high densities of polychaetes, moltusks or

macrophytic algae.

Some states (Massachusetts, Connecticut, Maryland, Delaware, and Virginia) are
assessing long term water quality monitoring data and trying todevelop
minimum water quality and light requirements for SAV in particular
embayments. For instance, theLong Island Sound Program initiated acoast-
wide volunteer Secchi Disk program in 199S toquantify water quality
characteristics favorable for SAV (Ernst and Stephan 1997).

TheCoastal Nonpoint Source Control Program isonemeasure being used to
address waterpollution impacting seagrass beds. Under Section 6217 of the
Coastal ZoneManagement Act of 1972, asamended (16U.S.C. §6217), coastal
states are required todevelop nonpoint source management control plans for
inclusion intheir Coastal Zone Management Programs. Theoverall objective of
section 6217 is todevelop and implement monitoring and management measures
for nonpoint source pollution control including agricultural best management
practices, forestry practices, urbanrunoff and construction activities,marina
operations, watershed hydro-modification, and riparian area management.
Today, almost all of the Atlantic coastal states (Georgia isin the final stages of
completing) haveconditional approval of their programs.

Table 2. SAVmapping efforttocomnginAthntic coastal sutes, including agericy ororg^
project, estimated percentage complete, and expected completion date (surveyed in 1996).

State Agency/Institution Estimated % Completed

Comprehensive
Survey

Completion
Date

ME MB Dept. Mar. Res. &

The Nature Conservancy
in progress 6798

NH Universityof New Hampshire unknown
no

comprehensive
survey planned

MA
MA Dept of Environmental
Protection

90%

in progress
6797

RI Narragansett Bay Program 3%
no

comprehensive
survey planned

CT University of CT 100% 1996

NY
NY Dept. of Environmental
Protection*

0%»
no

comprehensive
survey planned

NJ
NJ Dept. of Environmental
Protection

100% 1980,1988
update in areas

DE none 0%
no

comprehensive
survey planned
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MD VA institute of Marine Sciences 100% annual updates

VA VA Institute of Marine Sciences 100% annual updates

NC
NMFS.NCDiv. of Marine
Fisheries

30%
no

comprehensive
survey planned

FL
NMFS, FL Dept.of Environmental
Protection

100%
continuous

updates

•Aerial photographs atebeing archived; there are noplans for data interpretation atthistime.

As of 1996,most Atlantic coastalstateshad mapped some of their SAV
resources (except for Delaware), few haveacomprehensive survey,or planto do
acomprehensive survey(Table2). The states with90% -100%of theirSAV
resources mapped (Florida, Virginia, Maryland, New Jersey, Massachusetts and
Connecticut) partnered withan academic institution (i.e.,Virginia Institute of
Marine Sciences) or the National Marine Fisheries Service. The states that are
assessing their SAV are using geographic information systems to analyze and
map their data.

Conclusions

Regulation and management of SAV resources occur in allAtlantic coastal states
where SAV is found. Results of the survey indicatethat even states with
regulations developed specifically to protect SAV maybeunsuccessful at
quelling theloss of SAV because of a lack of enforcement, the need for public
education andthe difficulty in managing and/or regulating nonpoint sources of
pollution. The effectiveness of regulations vary depending on theprogram and
the method used to protect SAV.

Coordination ofmanagementand restoration programs is essential. For
example, states may be successful at protecting SAV from physical destruction
but waterqualityimpacts may still resultin declining abundance. In
Massachusetts, fishing gear restrictions areusedto protect eelgrass in areas on
the south shore of Cape Codbutthesignificant amount of eelgrass lostover the
last few years is generally attributed to poor water quality, particularly nutrient
loading (Paul Caruso, Personal Communication 1996).

Appropriate water quality parameters are essential for healthy SAV, yet state
water quality standards are geared more towards the protection of animal life
rather than plant life. If stateregulations are goingto be effective at protecting
SAV, individualminimum waterquality parameters for SAV in different
embayments are necessary.

Anotherexampleof the need for coordination among programs is Delaware,
wherestaterestored seagrass bedsare severely impacted by shellftshermen (Ben
Anderson,Personal Communication 1996). Mapping of SAV is essentialto
understanding trends andpossible causes for reduced SAV distribution.
Althoughminimumwater quality criteria for seagrass will varydepending on the
water body,delineation methods for mapping SAV should be uniformso that
SAV trends can be assessed on a regional basis.
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Sincethisstate survey wascompleted, monitoring programs have been updated
and newinitiatives started to protect SAV. For instance, inJanuary 1998, the
Virginia Marine Resources Commission agreed to setaside 14square milesof
submerged aquatic vegetation in Chincoteague Bayasa sanctuary from
commercial clam dredging (Alliance for the Chesapeake Bay 1998). Rhode
Island is currently developing regulations to protect SAV from both physical
disturbance and theimpacts of degraded water quality. Mapping is also ongoing
in RhodeIsland. The Narragansett Bay Estuary Program recently completed
GIS mapsof seagrass beds in Narragansett Bay. In addition,the NOAA Coastal
Service's Center's Coastal Change andAnalysis Program will be working with
statesthis summerto develop uniformprotocols forSAV mappingfornational
use (Mark Finkbeiner, Personal Communication 1998).

SAV is a habitatresourcethat is vital to many coastal fish stocks. State
managementof SAV could impact coastal fisheries on a regional basis. Since
statesvary in theirapproaches to SAV conservation, it is important for them to
recognize their responsibilities as stewardsofa nationallyimportant resource.
Based on this survey, it appears that awareness ofthe importanceof SAV
conservation is growing along the Atlantic coast
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the impact ofwind field on the expansion of the changjiang river
Diluted

Water in Summer

Shen Huanting andZhu Jianrong
Institute ofEstuarine and Coastal Research East China Normal University,

Shanghai, China
And

Zhu Shouxjan
Meteorological College of Nanjing Air Force

A three dimension nonlinear baroclinic shallow water and continental shelf
model with primitive equations inaa coordinate system was developed tostudy
thedynamic mechanism of theexpansion of theChangjiang River diluted water.
The calculation domain is the whole continent shelfof theDonghai Sea and the
topography and real shape of thecoast is considered. The model equations are
discreted inacompletely staggered grid system and the Alternating Direction
Implicit(ADI) scheme is adopted for the numerical method.The semi-
momentum scheme which isquadratic conservation and theupstream scheme
are used for the nonlinear terms inthe momentum equations and salt equations,
respectively. Numerical experiments involving different wind speeds and
directions indicate that in summer the effect of the south wind field on the
expansion of theChangjiang River diluted thewater is determined by the
monthly mean wind speed. At less than 3 ms~l, the effectis small; at6 msl the
effect isobvious. Thesouthwest wind enhances the eastward expansion of the
diluted water, buthas a very little effectonitssouthward expansion. The
southeast windblocksthe diluted water eastward expansion andenhances
northwestward expansion.

Prof. Huanting Shen Chairman and Director
Estuarine and Coastal Research Institute
EastChinaNorma] University
3663 Zhong Shan Bei Lu
Shanghai, 200062
P.R.China
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Abstract

Verification of the Chesapeake Bay Watershed Model was conducted by the
comparisonof the outputs in the calibrationperiod (1984-1991) and the
confirmationperiod (1992-1995). Graphical plots for flow and concentrations
were compared for the two periods. Wilcoxon rank-sum test and t-test for two
independent samples were applied for the log of absolute residuals and
regression analyses were applied to observed and modeled data to test the
validity of the confirmation run versus the calibration run, in the assumption of
pre-acceptance of the calibrations. In the cases ofdissimilarity between the two
periods by the statistical hypothesis tests, but with lower residuals in the
confirmation period, the sign of the Wilcoxon rank-sum test could provide
further information on the acceptance of the confirmation runs. Verification of a
model can provide not only confidence in applying the model in both the
calibration period and the extended period, but it may also provide guidance for
elaborating upon a model. The Chesapeake Bay Watershed Model is generally
verified to be valid in modeling nutrient loads to the Bay.

Introduction

HSPF (HydrologicalSimulation Program- Fortran) has been successfully
applied to model the Chesapeake Bay watershed (Linker et al., 1987,1998).
Most HSPF simulations in the Phase IV Chesapeake Bay Watershed Model ran
for 8 years (1984-1991). The objective of this paper is to test whether the
calibration for the 8 years holds true for the extended years, i.e. runs for a 12-
year (1984-1995) simulation, without further calibration to determine if the
model works as well in the extended periods as in the calibration period.

This paper will present the fall-line loads for TN, TP, total suspended sediment,
temperature, and flow, from the major tributaries of the Chesapeake Bay, the
Susquehanna, Potomac, Patuxent, James, Rappahannock, Appomattox,
Mattaponi, and Pamunkey Rivers.

Methodology of Confirmation Scenarios

Various methods for water quality model verification were discussed by
Thomann (1982) and Rechhow et al. (1986,1992). The methodology for the
Phase TV Chesapeake Bay Watershed Model calibration was primarily the
comparison of the simulations with observations on daily bases for major
parameters (flow, TN, TP, sediment, temperature, N02-3, NH4, OrN, OrP, P04,
etc.), using graphical plots ofconcentrations, loads, and statistics.
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Thecalibrations for the Watershed Model are segment- and basin- based. Each
basin has itsdistinct characteristics. These will affect the goodness of
calibration fora specific parameter ina specific basin. The magnitude of
goodness ofcalibration could beinherited more orless inthe extended period.
Since there was nodefinite value ofresiduals todelineate the acceptance ofa
model calibration, themethodology of the confirmation would mainly use
statistical analyses ontheresiduals bycomparing those in thecalibration and
confirmation runs to testwhether theconfirmation is acceptable under the
assumption ofaccepted calibration. Direct visual (graphical) comparison of the
simulations andobservations was alsoapplied. Theconfirmation would be
acceptedif the residuals in these twoperiodsare close. The Wilcoxonrank-sum
testonresidual, t-test on themeans of residual, and t-test on regression were
applied in statistic analysis.

In the graphical approach, daily simulations (flow or nutrient concentrations) for
1984-1995, overlaid with discrete observed data, were plotted. Wecompare the
graphical patterns of thesimulations in 1992-1995 with thosein 1984-1991, and
observe thedeviation of simulation from observation. This approach is useful
for a rough analysis, and inthe cases where observed data is lacking. Graphics
arealso useful to visually exam thevalidity of statistical hypothesis testing,
because many statistical tests aresensitive to sample distributions and
representations (Thomann 1982; Reckhow et al., 1986,1992). Asynthetical
analysis onboth graphics and statistics is important toovercome possible
shortcomings ofeach method. Besides, we also studied themonthly and yearly
fall-line loads tosupplement thegraphical analysis, because yielding reasonable
ranges ofyearly loads iscritical intheacceptance of thewatershed model bythe
CBPO ModelingSubcommittee.

Graphical Analysis of 1984-1995 HSPF Simulations

Plots of HSPF simulated concentrations versus observations from the fall line
stations were analyzed. Due to limited space forpublication graphics arenot
presented but can be referred fromWanget al. 1998(Append G).

Mostof thepatterns in 1992-1995 are similar to theircounterparts in 1984-1991,
and thesetwoperiods havesimilarmagnitude of residuals. Figures showthat
flowis wellcalibratedin 1984-1991. Although the simulated flows in 1992-
1995 aregenerally notas good as thosein 1984-1991, theyare still close to the
observed. Some (e.g., Pamunkey River) aredeviated more thantheothers (e.g.,
AppomattoxRiver). Similar situationsare found in temperature,sediment,TP,
TN, and otherparameters. However, someexceptions werefound. The most
prominent one is TN from the Potomac River. The TN concentrations from the
Potomac fall-line in mid 1995 were over-simulated significantlyin some dates.

Statistical Analysis

Absolute residual (which will be simply called the residuals in the text) is an
important statistical measurement for models, which indicates how badly the
simulations deviate from the observations. The outputs of HSPF are average
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daily values incontinuous days. Theobserved water quality data are based on
instantaneous samples in discrete dates, and are assumed to represent the average
value of the dates. Therefore, there is a correspondingsimulated datum for each
observed datum. We use all the available observed-simulated data pairs forming
residuals as the sample froma population forstatistics, and assumethey
represent the entirepopulation in the period (1984-1995).

We havetwo samples, one is the available residuals from the confirmation
period, the otheris the available residuals from the calibration period. Our
studies showed that the distributions of residuals of the Watershed Model were

usuallynearlog normal, therefore log of residuals is used. The statistic
measurements for verification will be based on a comparison of the log residuals
between the calibrationand confirmation periods.

One of the main criteria for acceptance of calibration was based on reasonable
low residuals. If the residuals in the confirmation period are statistically as low
as in the calibration period, the confirmation runswould then be acceptable.
Therefore, the null hypothesis forour statistics is: Ho: the populations of log
residualsarethe same for the calibration periodand the confirmation period.
The acceptance of this hypothesis would agree withthe statement thatthe
calibration in 1984-1991 is held true in the confirmationperiod (1992-1995). If
the nullhypothesis is rejected, thentheresiduals forthesetwo periods are
considered dissimilar.

A 0.05 significance level is usually used in most statistical hypothetical tests.
However, we consider the fact that calibration was not performed in the
confirmation period, andwe couldlike to havemoretolerance in the comparison
ofconfirmation versus calibration, therefore, the 0.01 significance level will also
be analyzed. Therearemanyhypothesis tests to studywhether two populations
are similar. Wilcoxon rank-sum test, t-test, and regression test will be used for
the comparisons.

When the hypothetical testingrejectsthe similarity of the two periods, we may
notabsolutely rejecttheconfirmation run, because sometimes the confirmation
period may have lower residuals than thecalibration period, which would lead to
a rejection of similarity. Therefore, besides therejection or acceptance of the
similarity of the periods, otherstatistical measures are alsoconsidered to analyze
whether the confirmation is acceptable. The statistic measures, suchas therank
(or signofZ) in the Wilcoxon test, or meansandstandard deviationin t-test, or
slopesandintercepts in the regression analysis, will be further discussed.

Wilcoxon rank-sum test

The Wilcoxon rank-sum test for two independent samples is one of the common
methodsto test the similarity of two populations, whichwill be briefly calledthe
W-test in the following text The advantage of the W-test is that it does not
requirenormal distribution of the population.
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The W-test isbased onthe ranks for astatistic measure and sample sizes. The
statistic formulae is: Z =(R - ur) / xr, where ur=n1* (nl+n2+l) / 2, xr=
sqrt(nl*n2*(nl+n2+l)/12), nl =sizeof thesample from which therank sumR
is found, n2 =size ofthe other sample, and R=sum of ranks ofthe sample with
sizenl.

It canbe verified thatif we interchange the two setsof values, thenthe same
absolute Z value would yield, however with an opposite sign. We applied the
W-test onlog residuals inthe 1984-1991 and 1992-1995 two populations which
weremarked asgroups 1and2 respectively. Z in theabove formulae wouldbe
marked asZl, because it is referenced to group 1.

In theW-test, thenull hypothesis Ho(i.e., thetwopopulations to be identical in
a givensignificant level) would be accepted if theabsolute Z valueis less than
the critical value,otherwise, a rejection of Ho.

t-test

One-Sample t-test: For a parameter X of a sample set from a normal distributed
population, the statistic measure, t = (x-u)/ (s/n), is with a Student's t-distribution
of n-1 degrees of freedom, where, x and s are the mean and standard deviation of
theparameter, n thenumber of samples, u thetrue mean of thepopulation. The
parameter X for the t-testin ourcaseis log residual. We do not know the true
mean, u,of log residuals of the whole population inconfirmation period,
however wemay (and have to) assumed itequals tothe mean from the samples
in thecalibration period. Then, according to the values of x, n ands from the
sample (i.e., logresiduals in theconfirmation run), an one-sample t-test can be
conducted to test the Ho.

Two-Sample t-tesr. The two-sample t-test may bemore appropriate inour case,
because we compare the means of logresidual for the calibration and
confirmation runs more directly. Under theassumption of unequal variances, t is
computed (Steel and Torrie, 1980) as t =(x, - X2) / /(SiVni +silnd, where nl
and n2bethenumber of samples from thecalibration and confirmation periods,
respectively, X| and x2 the mean logresiduals of samples from thecalibration
and confirmation periods, respectively, and S|2 and S22 the sample variance of the
calibration and confirmation periods, respectively. The degrees of freedom are
approximated (Satterthwaite, 1946) as df=(S|2/n, +s^/nj)*/[(S|2/ni)2 / (n,-l)+
(SaW/ferl)].

The degrees of freedom for allsamples considered here are greater than 120.
The critical Value fort is 1.96or3.0 forsignificance levelat 0.05 or0.01. For a
certain significance level, if the absolute t valueis greater thanthe critical value,
thenthenull hypothesis. Ho, would be rejected, otherwise non-rejection.
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Regression analysis

An ideal scatter plotof perfect model simulations versus field observations
would forma line with the slope, m=l, and the Y-intercept, b=0. Using a two-
variable linear regression on simulation-observation pairs, theslopeand Y-
intercept, mi and bi, of the regressed line would deviateawayfromthe ideal,
having standard deviation sS 0 and R2<1, reflecting deviations ofmodel
simulations. Two t-test analyses were applied further on regression results for
theslopeandthe intercept: 1)for the verification or calibration period
individually, using t^m - l)/s2ra and tb=(b-0)/s2b (Reckhow etal 1992), and 2)
forcomparing a similarity between thetwo periods (with reference to calibration
period), using t^*) =(nv, - mj/s2^**) and t^) =(b, - be)/s k^o • The first
analysis candirectly test thegoodness of themodel in thetwoperiods
individually, which, however, is notthescope of thisstudy. The2nd analysis
compares thesimilarity ofgoodness between thetwo periods, which is similar to
the W-test and the simplet-test we are applying. The confirmation wouldbe
accepted, if both t-tests on theregression results ofslope and intercept show a
similarity of regressions in thesetwo periods.

Overview of the Table of Statistical Results

Table 1 summarizes the results from t-test and the W-test. For each testing P
(pass - acceptance of theHo)or F (fail - rejection of theHo)for the0.05 and
0.01 significant levels arelisted. Themean, standard deviation, and sample sizes
are omitted but can be referred from Wang et al (1998). The t-values from the
one-sample t-testare not listed,which are closeto thosefromtwo-sample t-test,
with5-10 percent higherin the former. For theW-test, onlyZ2 value
(corresponding to theconfirmation population) is listed, while Zl value has
oppositesign to Z2 and is therefore omitted.

Therejection of the null hypothesis ofa t-test, W-test, or regression analysis
does not necessarily meanmat the confirmation is failed. It onlymeans that
thesetwopopulations are statistically dissimilar, which canbe caused by much
lower residuals in either of the confirmation or calibration run. We would accept
the confirmation if the residuals in the confirmation run are lower, even though
thehypothetical tests reject thesimilarity of thetwo periods. In sucha case,
rejection ofHo, we will further analyze the sign from the W-test Theformulae
for the W-testsuggeststhat a negative Z indicates that the corresponding
reference population hasa disproportionate share of lower rankthan theother
population. Inourcalculations, Z2 iscorresponding to theconfirmation
samples. Therefore, ifZ2 is negative, then the logresidual of theconfirmation
would share the lower rank than that of the calibration. Consequently, the
confirmation would be accepted in regardless of howbig the absolute Z value
would be (which would rejecttheHo),as long as Z2 is negative. Column * is
the pass or fail according to Z2 signs.
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Note, the t-test isused tocompare the mean of two samples. If both the mean
and the standard deviationof the residual in the confirmationrunare less than
those inthecalibration run, wemay also want to accept the confirmation even if
the null hypothesis is rejected. However, we cannotuse the meanand standard
deviation from ourt-test to judgewhich period haslowerresidual, because the
statisticparameter is log residual, instead ofresidual. A lowervaluein the mean
of logresidual of asample setdoes notguarantee the mean of residual of the
sample settobe lower. However, thesign of Z for W-test is applicable, because
it isrelated with the order of the log residual. We know that the log ofa
monotonic ascending function isstill a monotonic ascending function, therefore,
the order of log residuals is the same as that of their corresponding residuals, i.e.
the absolute residuals, as the default of this article). Thus, the lower rank in log
residual wouldgenerally agree witha lowerrank in residual between two
samples. In ourhypothetical tests, the logresidual, instead of theresidual, is
used because: (1)thedistributions of residuals is close to log-normal, instead of
normal,and(2) quit contradictory resultswereobtained from the tests based on
absolute residuals for t-test and W-test. Ontheother hand on theregression
analysis, we can neither determine which period performs better than theother
according toaclosure to theideal slope and intercept unless theR2 is higher and
thestandard deviation is lower. It is rare inour cases that all the four parameters
at the sametime favor one period to be better simulated. Therefore, we could
mainly use the sign of Z from the W-test toexamine which period may share the
lower errors of simulation if adissimilarity is found from thehypothesis tests.

It was recommended to have more than onetypeof hypothesis tests (Reckhow,
1992), because the t-test, W-test, and regression analysis havecertain
limitations. We intended tobe more tolerant for acceptance, therefore the
confirmation run would beaccepted if thenull hypothesis is passed byeither test
in the lowest significance level. Column 10 is the final pass or fail by synthetical
analysis on thet-test and W-test, including with thecriteria of sign of Z2. We
would liketo point outthat passing or failing thenull hypothesis from t-test and
W-test generally match each other which increases our confidence with these
tests, while they are notasconsistent as with theregression analysis. This may
bedueto thedifferences in physical meaning of thepopulations used for
statistics: the formers two were both based onlogresiduals, while thelatter was
based onat-test superimposing regression results of slope, intercept, and
standard error on observation-simulation pairs (the lastthree columns summarize
theregression results). Therefore, inthe following discuss we will mainly focus
on the results from W-test and t-test

Discussions of Model Confirmation vs Calibration

Cases of similarityin two periods

Table 1showsthatwith a significance levelof 0.05, the nullhypothesis thatthe
populations of log residuals arestatistically identical for the calibration and
confirmation periods is accepted for many parameters in manybasins by both t-
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test and W-test Therefore, the calibration for 1984-1991 is regarded to be valid
for the confirmationperiod(1992-1995) for these parameters. With a
significancelevel of0.01, there are more passingvalues, thus verifying the
confirmation runs. Usually, the overall residuals are less close for the pairs
which are passedonly with the 0.01 level (e.g. flow from Pamunkey River) than
those pairs which tests are passed with the 0.05 significance level (e.g. flow from
Appomattox River). Similarity areobserved forother parameters, such as the
case of temperature from the Pamunkey River versus that from the James River.
The conclusions from the W-test and t-test are generally consistent, although
sometimes one of the tests accepts the null hypothesis at a higher significant
level, while the other can only accept the null hypothesis at a lower significant
level. While there are more rejections of Ho with regression analysis. Note: for
the t-test andW-test we are comparing the overall residuals in the two periods to
see whether they are equally good or bad. We are not comparing whether the
overall residual for a parameter is close to the observed. In fact it is difficult to
analyze visually whether the residuals in two periodsarecomparable. While,
hypothesistests providea statistical approach for ouranalysis.

Cases of dissimilarity of two periods, but with negative Z2 value with
confirmation period

The null hypothesis is rejected for parameters TP, TN, and sediment from the
PatuxentRiver, andTN from Mattaponi River according to the high absoluteZ2
values (Table 1). However, these Z2's are negatively signed. This indicates that
the confirmation period may have lower residuals. Graphics show, though not
clearly, the simulationsseem closer to the observationsin the confirmation
periodthan in the calibration period. This confirms the meaningof the sign of
the Z value in the W-test, and our acceptance of the confirmation run when Z2 is
negativeeven if the null hypothesis is rejected due to high absolute value of Z.
The graphics usuallydo not show the overalldifferences in residuals for these
two periodsclearly,however, W-test does provide statistical measurementson
this concern.

Cases ofdissimilar oftwo periods, and with positive Z2 value with confirmation
period

The null hypotheses were rejected for the flow from the Susquehanna,
Rappahannock andPatuxent Rivers,and for temperature from the Susquehanna
River, and TN from the Potomac River. Moreover, the related Z2 values are
positive. Therefore, these parameters have higherlog absolute residualsin the
confirmation run than in the calibration run, and the confirmation run would be
rejected. The following further discusses these problems.

Flowand temperature: The Ho for flow and temperature was rejected from the
fore-mentioned rivers. Accordingly, their overall residuals in the confirmation
period areworsethanthose in the calibration period. However, the simulated
flow and temperaturein the confirmation period are still close to the
observations. Generally speaking, flow and temperature were well calibrated,
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better than other constituents. It isconceivable that without further calibration
the confirmation simulations are likely todeviate further away from the
observation, and asmall deviation inthe confirmation period could cause
statistical dissimility between these two periods. This iswhy the absolute t-
values and Z values for flow and temperature are usually higher than those for
other parameters. Moreover, as pointed out byReckhow etal. (1986) asmaller
sampling size usually favors topass statistical tests. The sample sizes for flow
and temperature inour tests usually were much greater than those of other
parameters. A lower significance level intesting may bemore appropriate for
flowand temperature. This isoneof thereasons that we would like to reduce
significance level, tobemore tolerant especially to favor passing the tests for
flow and temperature. Nevertheless, the flows and temperature from many rivers
still pass thenull hypothesis even at0.05 significance level. For the flow and
temperature of thefore-mentioned rivers, if weconsider that the rejection of the
Ho isprimarily due toavery good calibration and abig sample size, we may still
want toaccept the confirmation run, depending upon the required accuracy in
policy making. However, re-calibrations for the extended period (1992-1995)
may be needed ifmore accurate simulation is needed.

77* The null hypothesis for TNof the Potomac fall-line isrejected byboth the
t-test and theW-testbutnotby theregression analyses (Table 1). The absolute t
and Z2values are higher than the critical values, and Z2 ispositive. This is
consistent with the graphical plot. The TNconcentrations were significantly
oversimulated incomparing the observed after the second quarter of 1991. This
indicatesthat the calibrations forTN concentration do not hold well in the
extended years. The most significant oversimulations were associated with dry
periods, especially inthe middle of 1995. This indicates that HSPF may not
simulate well in extreme weather conditions for some segments if the physical
and biochemical parameters were notcalibrated optimally.

Our studies showed that the oversimulation ofTN was due tooversimulating
N02-3 concentrations from the forest land-use from one segment inthe upper
Potomac basin ina few days associated with dry seasons. Intheconditions of
low flow, TN loads may not behigh, although concentrations are high. The
graphicsshowed the TN loads in the confirmationrun arecloser to the
calibration run, including thedry periods, and may notbeasbad asthose inthe
calibration run. Consistently, thehypothesis test for theTN load (Table 1also
lists theloads for TN of thePotomac River) is passed by thet-test with a0.05
significance level, and passed bytheW-test with 0.01 significance level and the
Z2isnegative. Therefore, weconsider that the TN load isacceptable for the
confirmation run for thePotomac basin. Because policy making for the
Chesapeake Bay management ismainly based onloads, webasically accept TN
calibrations, although further calibration is still recommended for TN
concentration in the extended period. The reason that we did not use loadsbut
user concentrations for testing is due to the fact that the HSPFcalibrationswere
based on daily concentrations and flow. It is obvious that simulations deviate
moreor less from observations, andsometimes therearetime lags. Therefore,
we usuallyuse concentration directly, instead of loadsto comparesimulation and
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Table 1. Summary of Statistical results
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observation. If both flow and concentration is passed by the statistical tests, then
we would tend to accept the load, since it is evident from graphical analyses that
loads inthese two periods are close. We further summarized the yearly fall-line
loads. Themagnitude of yearly loads have comparable magnitudes between
the confirmation period and the calibration period. The years with higher loads
correspond to theyears thathavebigstorms. This provide further confidence on
the model outputs.

Conclusion

The calibration of theHSPF simulation for theChesapeake Baywatershed for
1984-1991 isbasically confirmed tobevalid intheextended years (1992-1995)
by graphical andthreestatistical analyses, although further calibration is
recommended for more accurate studies. The combination of various statistical
analysesand graphical analysisis useful to understand the validation of a model.
TheW-test for twoindependent samples isuseful since it does notrequire
normality of sample distribution, and thesign of Z could further provide useful
information in relative rank in two comparing samples. Confirmation runis
important to verifycalibration, and provides important information for
elaborating calibrations.
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